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Who should firms promote?

1. Promote the worker who will make the best manager

I Provides the best match for the job role of being a manager

2. Promote the worker who is best at the current job

I Provides stronger incentives for employees to work hard at their
current jobs (Lazear and Rosen 1981)

I Not promoting on objective performance metrics may appear unfair
and leave room for favoritism/manipulation (Prendergast and Topel
1996; DeVaro and Gürtler 2015)

These two strategies may conflict: “The best performer at one level in
the hierarchy is not the best candidate for the job one level up—the best
salesman is rarely the best manager” (Baker, Jensen and Murphy 1988)



Peter and Hull (1969)

The Peter Principle:

1. Firms promote based upon
current job performance

2. At the expense of promoting
the best potential managers

Does not imply mistakes!



The Peter Principle

“Every employee tends to rise to his level of incompetence”



Preview of Results

Use detailed microdata on the performance and promotion of B2B
sales workers across 214 US firms

I Important setting: Sales accounts for 10.5% of the US labor force

1. Evidence in favor of Peter Principle:
I Sales performance strongly predicts promotion
I But better salespeople make worse managers

2. Firms have other observable predictors of managerial quality
I Sales collaboration experience positively predicts managerial

performance, but does not strongly predict promotion

3. Costs of mismatch are substantial
I Firms make mistakes or the incentive benefits of promoting high

performing salespeople is large



Contribution to the literature

Theoretical work on the Peter Principle

I Why it may occur: Fairburn and Malcomson 2001, Waldman 2003

I Why it might not exist: Lazear 2004

Very limited empirical evidence

I Grabner and Moers (2013) use data from a single bank to show that
current job performance carries less weight for promotions to jobs
performing dissimilar tasks

We study promotions within the firm, but ideas are related to:

I Choice between an internal manager/CEO and external hire

I Management requires general/interpersonal skills, execution ability

I Limitations of meritocracies and good governance



Our data

We work with a firm that provides sales performance management
software over the cloud

The Peter Principle in Sales (Benson, Li, and Shue) 

Data 
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CLOUD 244  Firms 
7,492  Managers 
61,092  Subordinates 
>100m  Credited transactions 
>$6bn  Variable pay per year 

Advantages  
-  Statistical power 
-  Representativeness 
-  Accuracy 

I Worker panel on sales credits and changes in positions

I B2B sales in 214 US-based client firms across a range of industries

I 6,515 managers; 53,035 subordinates; 1,531 promotion events



Worker characteristics

1. Observe performance in sales role: Log sales credits

I $ Amount of sales credits, demeaned by firm-month

2. Observe teamwork experience in sales role: Log sales collaborators

I Unique # of other salespeople credited on the same transactions per
month

To smooth lumpiness, take backward rolling averages over the past 12
months (or since the start date if tenure ≤ 12 months)

We also observe:

I Tenure (censored)

I Team size: number of subordinates under the same manager

I Compensation (data is incomplete)



Descriptive statistics



What do sales managers do?

Typical managerial duties (adapted from O*NET):

I Directing staffing, training, and performance evaluations

I Monitoring customer preferences to focus sales efforts

I Coordinating sales activities

I Coaching and developing staff



Measuring manager performance

A manager’s performance is her value-added to subordinate performance
(Abowd et al. 2002; Lazear, Shaw, and Stanton, 2015)

Log(1 + salesimft) = δi + δf×t + δm + Xb+ eimft

I Estimate a regression at the worker-month level

I Worker i , under manager m, in firm f , in year-month t

I Control for worker FE, firm x time FE, tenure and team size

I Manager performance = δm

A good manager is one under whom subordinates have higher sales,
relative to their performance under prior or later managers, adjusted for
firm-time trends



Manager sample and firm-level means



Sales positively predicts promotion: Probit

I Doubling in sales increases probability of promotion by 20% relative
to base rate

I Collaboration does not strongly increase promotion probability



Sales negatively predicts managerial performance

I Doubling pre-promotion sales predicts a 10% decline in subordinate
sales (equivalent to a 5-person team losing half a worker)

I Collaboration experience positively predicts manager value added



Correcting for selection

Consistent with the Peter Principle, we have shown:

1. Sales positively predicts promotion

2. Among those promoted, sales negatively predicts managerial
performance

Problem: We do not observe latent managerial potential for all workers,
so promotion introduces potential selection bias

I Negative if promoted people with high sales are weaker on
unobserved dimensions

I Positive if top salespeople with particularly low managerial potential
turn promotions down

Apply selection correction following Heckman (1976)

I Goal: Recover predictive relation between sales and latent
managerial potential



Instruments for selection

Let Zi be industry- and firm-wide promotion rates within each year-month

1. Zi strong predicts promotion: Reflects time-varying vacancies and
demand for managers at the firm or industry level

2. Zi does not predict manager value added

I Promotion rates may be correlated with consumer demand and other
firm-level factors that affect the sales of all workers...

I But, recall we measure Mi as the manager FE from:

Worker salesimft = δi + δf×t + δm + Xb+ eimft

I Mi is, by construction, orthogonal to the instruments for selection,
which only vary at the firm by year-month level



Sales continues to negatively predict manager value added

I Doubling pre-promotion sales predicts a 10% decline in average
subordinate sales (∼ to a 5-person team losing half a worker)

I Collaboration experience positively predicts manager value added
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Collaboration experience: Lone Wolf vs. Team Player

“Lone wolves are the deeply self-confident, the rule-breaking cowboys of
the sales force who do things their way or not at all”

I Lone wolf (35%): Worked alone in 12 months prior to promotion

I Lone wolves are worse managers but not less likely to be promoted



How costly is managerial mismatch?

How would performance change if firms promoted the best potential
managers?

I Equivalently, how large would incentive benefits from tournaments,
maintaining fairness, discouraging favoritism/gaming, etc. have to
be to rationalize current promotion policies?

Compare predicted manager value added for:

1. Workers who were promoted

2. Workers who were not promoted

3. Counterfactual promoted workers: if firms picked those with the
largest predicted manager value added based on observables

I We make this realistic and assume firms must promote among the
peers of promoted workers in the same time period



How costly is managerial mismatch?
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I Firms could (absent other considerations) do a lot better

I Best potential manager mean: +29%



Potential concerns

Very high sales workers may not want to become managers

I Workers should accept promotion only if they expect higher pay
I Better sales workers will have a higher bar
I Selection biases toward better sales workers being better managers

Mean reversion (Lazear 2004)

I Within-person performance may decline after promotion

I However, we examine changes in subordinate performance, and show
that, cross-sectionally, high sales managers have lower value added



Non-random assignment of managers to subordinates

Okay: Non-random assignment of managers to fixed types of
subordinates

I Our manager value added is calculated net of individual worker FEs

Not okay: Non-random assignment of managers to differentially trending
subordinates: However...

I High sales managers are assigned to better subordinates—but not
those on increasing or decreasing trends

I Prior subordinate performance is unrelated to the new manager’s
estimated value added



Could high sales managers contribute in other ways?

No direct evidence of other contributions

I High sales managers do not have lower turnover among their
subordinates, they don’t manage larger or growing teams, and they
have lower compensation growth

Managers with high pre-promotion sales could potentially make
unobservable and uncompensated contributions

I If so, firms should (in an ideal world without other costs/frictions)
separate job roles so that high sales managers are not in charge of
managing subordinates and can focus on other activities



Heterogeneity in promotion policies

I Firms with stronger pay-for-performance pay weigh sales significantly
less in promotion decisions

I Firms where managers are in charge of larger teams weigh sales
significantly less in promotion decisions



Conclusion

Evidence across many firms is consistent with the Peter Principle

I Firms promote top sales workers even though sales negatively
predicts managerial performance

I Firms underweight collaboration experience

I The costs of mismatch are substantial

Why don’t firms incentivize worker output in other ways?

I Prendergast and Topel 1996: Promotions tied to noncorruptible
measures of performance because of problems of favoritism

I Microsoft’s “Distinguished Engineers”


